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• Wide area search of a plane crash site 
• Vehicle identifications 
• Hazardous tanker truck accident and fire 
• Suspicious vehicle takedown  
• Bus hostage situation 
• Collapsed structure search 
• Subway terrorist attack 
• Flooded house rescue with delivery of personal floatation devices 
• Flash flood bridge collapse with school bus and vehicle rescue 

 

 

OPEN TEST LANES 
 

The Open Test Lanes evaluates 5 different flight paths to identify objects from safe altitudes in open 
environments. These tests are scalable for all sizes of aircraft to demonstrate positive control at all times 
with accurate perches. They can be performed outdoors or indoors to control lighting and weather. The 
smallest size lane fits on an indoor basketball or tennis court for small drones and/or novice pilots to 
practice safely without flying in the national airspace.  

 

 
Figure 4) The standard tests use well defined altitudes, positions, orientations, and perches to evaluate both 
Maneuvering and/or Payload Functionality. 
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Introduction

Remotely operated aerial systems enable emergency 
responders to perform extremely hazardous tasks from 
safer stand-off distances. The U.S. National Institute of 
Standards and Technology is leading an international effort 
to develop standard test methods to help manufacturers, 
procurement professionals, and users objectively evaluate 
system capabilities and remote pilot proficiency to align 
with mission requirements. This improves the safety and 
effectiveness of emergency responders as they save lives 
and protect property in our communities

The first step toward credentialing remote pilots is to get 
everybody onto the same measuring stick. That’s where 
standard test methods can play a key role. These test 
methods for Basic Maneuvering (MAN 1-5) and Payload 
Functionality (PAY 1-5) are being replicated across the 
country and internationally to focus training with 
quantitative measures of remote pilot proficiency. They are 
low cost and easy to replicate so everyone can measure 
their own progress over time and compare their proficiency 
to regional or national averages on similar 
systems. Concurrent test lanes can be set up to enable 
multiple systems and pilots to train or evaluate 
simultaneously. 

They are being standardized through the ASTM 
International Standards Committee on Homeland Security 
Applications; Response Robots (ASTM E54.09). They are also 
referenced as Job Performance Requirements in 
the National Fire Protection Association Standard for Small 
Unmanned Aircraft Systems Used For Public Safety 
Operations (NFPA 2400) and the ASTM Standard Guide for 
Training for Remote Pilot in Command of Unmanned 
Aircraft Systems Endorsement (ASTM F38.03 F3266-18). 

These suites of standard test methods provide common 
measures of capabilities with quantitative results. They can 
be conducted individually, in sequences, or embedded into 
operational training scenarios as repeatable and 
reproducible tasks with scores to augment qualitative 
assessments. Organizations using these tests set their own 
thresholds of acceptable system and pilot performance to 
align with their airspace, environment, and mission 
complexities. But those decisions are easier to make and 
trust when they’re based on quantitative performance data 
captured within standard test methods.

Basic Maneuvering (MAN 1-5) and Payload Functionality (PAY 1-5)
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Figure 3) The Confined Test Lane evaluates drones flying indoors or in any confined spaces as appropriate for 

specific missions like searching room-to-room and inspecting objects from 1-2 m (3-6 ft) in GPS denied and 

dark environments. 

 

 

1.  Scope  

1.1 This Open Test Lane and related operational scenarios are intended for small unmanned aircraft systems 

(“drones”) weighing less than 25 kg (55 lbs) that can be flown remotely at safe altitudes in open environments 

to identify objects on or near the ground.  

1.2 This test method specifies the apparatuses, procedures, and performance metrics necessary to objectively 

evaluate maneuvering along designated flight paths with associated payload functionality tasks including 

pointing and zooming cameras to capture images of objects.  A remote pilot is in control of all drone 

functionality, although assistive features and autonomous behaviors that improve the effectiveness or efficiency 

of the overall system may be used.  
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resulting trial scores across different locations can help determine best-in-class drone capabilities and remote 

pilots no matter where or when the testing occurs. 

 

 

Figure 2) Other related standards address different mission complexities such as the Obstructed Test Lane which 

evaluates drones flying in close proximity to outdoor objects to inspect detailed features from 2-3 m (6-10 ft). 

 

These standard tests support drone researchers, manufacturers, and user organizations in different ways. 

Researchers use these standard tests to understand mission requirements, encourage innovation, and demonstrate 

break-through capabilities. Manufacturers use these standard tests to evaluate design decisions, integrate 

emerging technologies, and harden systems. Various organizations use these tests to guide purchasing, make 

deployment decisions, and focus training with measures of remote pilot proficiency for credentialing. These 

standard tests support emergency response operations, critical infrastructure inspection, industrial and 

commercial applications, and even recreational pilot credentialing (see Appendix A for a subset of tests that can 

support recreational pilot credentialing). 
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Figure 32) A floating omni bucket task was pulled through the water by a remotely controlled rescue device 
to represent floating or swimming victims. It provided a moving object for the drone to identify on all sides. 
 

   
Figure 33) The flashflood bridge collapse included an overturned school bus and vehicles requiring a 
comprehensive search for survivors. 
 
 

Obstructed Scenario: Night Operations House Surveillance and Search 
 
This scenario was actually conducted the week prior at a different event, but nicely augments all of the 
scenarios above. This house surveillance at night used two sets of horizontal and vertical Obstructed test 
apparatuses on all four sides of the house, guiding the remote drone pilot to safe locations among a variety 
of very difficult obstacles such as the overhanging roof, trees, shrubs, power lines, shrubs, etc. A set of 5 
vertical test apparatuses with 10 positions and orientations were attached to all sides of the house totaling 
100 points. A set of and 5 horizontal test apparatuses with 10 positions and orientations were also placed 
on or near objects of interest around the house for another 100 points.   
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Structure exterior inspection tasks include looking through windows and doors along with surrounding 
ground objects of interest.  In this case, the tasks were embedded around a partially collapsed 
structure.  The objective was to safely fly in close proximity of about 2 m (6 ft) from the windows and doors 
to perform a window/door clearing maneuver with high/low and left/right views inside the structure.   
 

      
Figure 26) Obstructed apparatuses are set up in sets of vertical and horizontal tasks throughout the 
scenario. 
 

   
Figure 27) The scenario façade was embedded with window inspection tasks on two sides with partially 
collapsed walls.  Each Dual Bucket Alignment guides the remote pilot to positions and orientations with 
high/low and left/right views inside the windows. 
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Figure 19) LEFT: Other interior tasks using the small buckets in confined search spaces.  CENTER: Two 
apparatuses require vertical alignments. RIGHT: Three apparatuses require horizontal alignments. This is the 
final perch position to maintain a view of an object of interest. 
 

Obstructed Scenario: Vehicle Takedown  
Quad Screen Trial Video Example - Vehicle Takedown 
 

   
Figure 20) LEFT: Vehicles of all sizes and conditions can be bucketized similarly for quantitative scoring, 
including panel vans and trucks. RIGHT: Dual bucket alignments guide the drone into position to look inside 
the front windshield from two different angles while using triangulation between the buckets to stay safe. 
 

     
Figure 21) The bucket numbering leads the pilot around an orbit starting in front of the vehicle, then around 
to the driver side, and so on.  The large buckets targets are identified in the first orbit to assess the situation 
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resulting trial scores across different locations can help determine best-in-class drone capabilities and remote 

pilots no matter where or when the testing occurs. 

 

 

Figure 2) Other related standards address different mission complexities such as the Obstructed Test Lane which 

evaluates drones flying in close proximity to outdoor objects to inspect detailed features from 2-3 m (6-10 ft). 

 

These standard tests support drone researchers, manufacturers, and user organizations in different ways. 

Researchers use these standard tests to understand mission requirements, encourage innovation, and demonstrate 

break-through capabilities. Manufacturers use these standard tests to evaluate design decisions, integrate 

emerging technologies, and harden systems. Various organizations use these tests to guide purchasing, make 

deployment decisions, and focus training with measures of remote pilot proficiency for credentialing. These 

standard tests support emergency response operations, critical infrastructure inspection, industrial and 

commercial applications, and even recreational pilot credentialing (see Appendix A for a subset of tests that can 

support recreational pilot credentialing). 
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Figure 27) The scenario façade was embedded with window inspection tasks on two sides with partially 
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Users of aerial drones weighing less than 25 kg (55
lbs) at takeoff, also known as small unmanned
aircraft systems (sUAS) or remotely piloted aircraft
systems (RPAS), need ways to measure whether a
particular drone can perform specific missions in
unstructured, complex, and often hazardous
environments. These missions require various
combinations of elemental capabilities. Each
capability can be represented as a test method with
an associated apparatus and procedure enabling
repeatable and reproducible measures of
performance with objective results. These test
methods can be conducted individually or in
operationally relevant sequences and combinations
to evaluate drone capabilities and remote pilot
proficiency. The results measure the reliability of
the drone and remote pilot to perform the essential
mission tasks. A series of complementary test lanes
enable users to evaluate a wide spectrum of
intended missions. This event will include
familiarization flights with test methods and
scorable scenarios developed for Open, Obstructed,
and Confined environments. Bring a drone if you
want to fly, or just come watch. The event is open
to regional emergency responders and the public

Test Methods for Evaluating Aerial Drones
Safety | Capabilities | Proficiency

RobotTestMethods.nist.gov

Levels of Evaluation 
For Different Missions

Test Lane and 
Task Description

Pilot View and 
Environment

OPEN Test Lane
Basic Proficiency/Safety Checkride
Evaluate positive aircraft control in quick 
trials for novices and recreational pilots 
using the first 2 of 5 flight paths.

• 10 minutes (5 minutes each)
• 40 Alignment Points

• Short Open Lane with 
3 omni bucket stands

• White buckets only

• 2 of 5 flight paths

• Align with buckets 
and land accurately

• Line of sight
– or –

Instruments only 
(Pilot’s back turned 
with visual observer)

• Lighted or dark 
environment

OPEN Test Lane
Maneuvering Trials
Evaluate open area maneuvering around 
ground objects using all 5 flight paths with 
no additional pilot workload.

• 25 minutes (5 minutes each)
• 100 Alignment Points

• 4 omni bucket stands

• White buckets only

• 5 flight paths

• Align with buckets 
and land accurately

• Line of sight
– or –

Instruments only 
(Pilot’s back turned 
with visual observer)

• Lighted or dark 
environment

OPEN Test Lane
Payload Functionality Trials
Evaluate open area maneuvering while 
controlling zoom and exposure to identify 
ground objects using all 5 flight paths.

• 25 minutes (5 minutes each)
• 50 Alignment Points | 50 Acuity Points

• 4 omni bucket stands

• Black/white buckets

• 5 flight paths

• Align with buckets 
and land accurately 
with workload

• Instruments only 
(Pilot’s back turned 
with visual observer)

• Lighted or dark 
environment

OBSTRUCTED Test Lane
Payload Functionality Trials
Evaluate maneuvering in close proximity to 
objects while controlling zoom and 
exposure to inspect from 6-10 ft standoff.

• 25 minutes (5 minutes each)
• 50 Alignment Points | 50 Acuity Points

• 5 apparatuses with 
complementary flight 
paths

• Black/white buckets

• Align with buckets 
and land accurately 
with workload

• Instruments only
(Pilot’s back turned 
with visual observer)

• Lighted or dark 
environment

CONFINED Test Lane
Payload Functionality Trials
Evaluate maneuvering while controlling 
zoom and exposure to search room to 
room and inspect from 3-4 ft standoff.

• 25 minutes (5 minutes each)
• 50 Alignment Points | 50 Acuity Points

• Half size apparatuses 
of Obstructed Test 
Lane for closer 
proximity flights

• Same 5 flight paths

• Black/white cups

• Instruments only
(Pilot’s back turned 
with visual observer)

• Dark (typically)

• No GPS (typically)

2
LEVEL

3
LEVEL

4
LEVEL

5
LEVEL

1
LEVEL

M

San Antonio Police Dept.
Training Facility
12200 SE I-410 Access Rd


